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Abstract

XML plays an important role in delivering data over the
Internet, and the need to store and manipulate XML in its
native format has become increasingly relevant. This grow-
ing need necessitates work on developing native XML oper-
ators, especially for one as fundamental as sort. In this pa-
per we presentNEXSORT, an algorithm that leverages the
hierarchical nature of XML to efficiently sort an XML docu-
ment in external memory. In a fully sorted XML document,
children of every non-leaf element are ordered according
to a given sorting criterion. AmongNEXSORT’s uses is in
combination with structural merge as the XML version of
sort-merge join, which allows us to merge large XML docu-
ments using only a single pass once they are sorted.

The hierarchical structure of an XML document lim-
its the number of possible legal orderings among its el-
ements, which means that sorting XML is fundamentally
“easier” than sorting a flat file. We prove that the
I/O lower bound for sorting XML in external memory
is Θ(max{n, n logm(k/B)}), wheren is the number of
blocks in the input XML document,m is the number of main
memory blocks available for sorting,B is the number of
elements that can fit in one block, andk is the maximum
fan-out of the input document tree. We show thatNEX-
SORT performs within a constant factor of this theoretical
lower bound. In practice we demonstrate, even with a naive
implementation,NEXSORT significantly outperforms a reg-
ular external merge sort of all elements by their key paths,
unless the XML document is nearly flat, in which caseNEX-
SORT degenerates essentially to external merge sort.

1 Introduction

Because of its portability and flexibility, XML is rapidly
becoming a standard format for exchanging data over the
Internet. However, as a relatively new data model, XML
does not yet have as strong a theoretical foundation as the
relational model. The current set of operations for XML
data is still limited and often implemented on top of re-
lational databases, which adds the overhead of converting

XML to and from relational model. There is a need to de-
velop native XML operations, and especially for one as fun-
damental as sort. To define and motivate the sorting prob-
lem, let us consider first the following example of merging
two large XML documents.

Example 1.1 (Merging XML documents)Shown on the
top of Figure 1 are two XML documents that we wish to
combine.D1 comes from the personnel department of a fic-
titious company and contains personal information of em-
ployees.D2 comes from the payroll department and con-
tains salary information. The company has many branches
in different regions, and employees are organized accord-
ingly. Intuitively, we want to merge matching employee el-
ements inD1 andD2 into one that contains both personal
and salary information. The matching employee elements
should have the same ID and belong to matching branch el-
ements, which in turn belong to matching region elements.

This merge operation is analogous to performing a “join”
(strictly speaking, an outerjoin) of two tables. A naive ap-
proach corresponds to the nested-loop join method. For
each employee element, we find the matching element in
the other document by traversing through the matching re-
gion and branch elements. This approach may be acceptable
whenD1 andD2 fit in internal memory. However, when
dealing with large XML documents, this approach perform
poorly because it generates element access patterns that do
not at all correspond to the natural depth-first element order-
ing of disk-resident XML documents. For example, looking
for a particular branch in a region requires scanning half of
the region subtree on average, unless there is an additional
index.

A much more efficient solution that works well in ex-
ternal memory corresponds to the sort-merge join method.
We first sort both input documents such that for any com-
pany, region, or branch element, the list of child elements
is ordered according to the same criterion for both docu-
ments. This ordering criterion should be based on the at-
tributes used in matching, as illustrated in Figure 1. Then,
we can perform merge in a single pass over both sorted
documents. This approach also can be adapted to preserve
the original document ordering (by recording an additional
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Figure 1. Merging XML documents.

sequence number attribute for each child element and per-
forming a final sort according to this sequence number).2

Another application of sorting is processing batch up-
dates to an existing XML document. Assume that the ex-
isting document is already sorted. We first sort the batch of
updates according the same ordering criterion as the exist-
ing document. Then, we can process the batched updates in
a way similar to merging them with the existing document.
The result document remains sorted.

Note that we need to sort recursively on every level down
to the one required by merge. Hence, what we mean by
“sorting XML” is interestingly different from many other
notions of sorting XML (or hierarchical data in general) dis-
cussed in the literature. We defer the detailed comparison to
Section 2. For simplicity of presentation, we shall assume
that we sort “from head to toe” (i.e., all the way down to
the leaf level). That is, in a fully sorted XML document, for
every non-leaf element, the list of children is ordered ac-
cording to some given criterion. This assumption does not

impact our discussion in any major way, and we show how
to lift it in Section 3.2.

The major challenge in sorting XML in external mem-
ory is to minimize the number of I/O’s while capitalizing
on the hierarchical nature of XML. The document hierar-
chy limits the number of possible legal orderings among
elements, because any legal ordering should preserve all
parent-child relationships in the original document. For ex-
ample, it does not make sense to permute an employee el-
ement out of its parent branch element to become an em-
ployee of another branch. Thus, sorting XML is funda-
mentally “easier” than sorting a flat file. In this paper, we
show that the I/O lower bound for sorting XML in exter-
nal memory isΘ(max{n, n logm(k/B)}), wheren is the
number of blocks in the input XML document,m is the
number of main memory blocks available for sorting,B
is the number of elements that can fit in a block, andk is
the maximum fan-out of the document tree (i.e., the maxi-
mum number of children that any element can have). This
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bound is obviously lower (and potentially much lower) than
the well-established bound ofΘ(n logm n) for sorting a flat
file, sincen = N/B > k/B, whereN is the number of
elements in the input.

Existing approaches to sorting XML either do not work
well in external memory or fail to take full advantage of
the document structure. Consider the following two popular
algorithms:

• Internal-memory recursive sort. We read in the en-
tire input document and convert it to some internal-
memory representation (such as DOM [1]). To sort
a subtree rooted at an element, we first recursively
sort the subtree rooted at every child element. Then,
we sort the list of children, which simply involves re-
ordering the pointers to them. This algorithm takes
full advantage of the document structure but assumes
that the entire document fits in internal memory; if not,
the performance will suffer because of constant paging
caused by excessive random accesses.

• External merge sort. We read in the entire input doc-
ument and generate its alternative key-path representa-
tion as shown in Table 1. Thekey pathof an element is
the concatenation of the sort key values of all elements
along the path from the root. We assume that the sort
key value of an element is unique among its siblings
(if not, we can make it unique by appending it with the
element’s location in the input). We sort the key-path
representation using the well-known external merge-
sort algorithm. Encoding of key paths ensures that the
sort preserves all parent-child relationships. One prob-
lem with this approach is that it explicitly generates all
key paths. If the input XML tree is tall, the key-path
representation may potentially consume many times
more space than the original input. Furthermore, the
ubiquitous merge-sort algorithm does not take full ad-
vantage of the special key-path patterns that arise from
the hierarchical nature of the input XML. Thus, the al-
gorithm can only achieve the lower bound for sorting
flat files, which is still higher than the lower bound for
sorting XML.

In this paper, we propose an algorithm called NEXSORT

(for Nested Data andXML Sorting) that solves the prob-
lems of the existing algorithms mentioned above. It is both
I/O-efficient and structure-aware. It is simple to imple-
ment and has an I/O complexity that matches the theoretical
lower bound (up to a constant factor) when eitherk ≥ Bα

orM ≥ Bα, whereM is the number of elements that can fit
in internal memory andα > 1 is a constant. In practice, we
demonstrate that even with a naive implementation, NEX-
SORT significantly outperforms the regular external merge
sort in most cases. The obvious exception is when the input

Key path Element content
/ <company>

/NE <region name="NE">

/AC <region name="AC">

/AC/Durham <branch name="Durham">

/AC/Durham/454 <employee ID="454">

/AC/Durham/323 <employee ID="323">

/AC/Durham/323/name <name>Smith

/AC/Durham/323/phone <phone>5552345

/AC/Atlanta <branch name="Atlanta">

Table 1. Key-path representation of D1.

XML is almost flat. In this case, NEXSORT degenerates
essentially to external merge sort.

The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. Section 2
discusses related work. Section 3 describes the NEXSORT

algorithm, proves its correctness, and discusses its exten-
sions and possible improvements. Section 4 presents both
the theoretical lower bound of XML sorting and the analysis
of NEXSORT. Section 5 validates our theoretical analysis
with experiments. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sec-
tion 6, with some ideas on future work.

2 Related Work

XML was initially intended as a data exchange format,
but as its popularity grows, so is the need to store and
manipulate XML in a database. A number of research
projects and commercial products have tackled this prob-
lem using different approaches. One approach, exemplified
by [9, 15, 8], is to convert XML into relational data to be
stored and queried using a relational database system in the
backend. An alternative approach, exemplified by [12, 13],
is to develop a native XML database with special support
and optimization for XML data. Our work can be broadly
classified as taking the second approach.

The problem of merging XML documents, one of the
main motivations for sorting, is considered by Tufte and
Maier [17, 16]. They focus on formally defining the se-
mantics of the merge operator, which in general can be
much more powerful than the simple version described in
our example. Thedeep unionoperator proposed by Bune-
man et al. [7] is also a simpler version of the general merge
operator. Our work complements theirs in providing an
I/O-efficient sorting-based implementation for simple yet
common merge operations. Our key-path representation of
XML data is similar to thepath-set representationin their
work [7, 17].

A number of projects consider the problem of sorting
XML or hierarchical data. However, as mentioned earlier,
sorting means different things for these projects. Earlier
work on implementing the NF2 data model [11, 14] predates
XML, but does address the problem of sorting hierarchical
data. The NF2 model allows attributes of tuples to contain
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complex objects including lists of other tuples. The sorting
problem studied in this context focuses on handling com-
plex ordering criteria that may be recursively defined (e.g.,
the ordering of employees is defined according to the order-
ing of their names, which is in turn defined according to the
last and first name components). The problem of sorting
nested data recursively on every level is not considered.

XSort, described in [6], is an XML sorting algorithm
that solves a different and simpler problem than NEXSORT.
XSort traverses the document tree to some user-specified el-
ements and then sorts their children; the child subtrees are
not sorted recursively. XSort is implemented as standard
external merge sort. The hierarchical nature of XML is ir-
relevant in this case because sorting is done on only one
level. Obviously, XSort sorts less, and should complete in
less time than NEXSORT. However, XSort does not lend
itself well to solving the structural merge problem.

XQuery [3] includes anorder by clause that allows re-
sults of queries (or subqueries) to be output in a specific
order. This clause sorts the sequence of result XML frag-
ments, but does not recursively sort the fragments them-
selves. Nevertheless, with the help of DTD’s, “head-to-toe”
XML sorts can be expressed in XQuery using explicitly
specified nestedorder by clauses. Our work provides an
efficient algorithm for processing such queries.

3 NEXSORT

On the highest level, NEXSORT consists of two phases:
sorting and output. We first describe the general idea be-
hind NEXSORT and then present the detailed algorithm in
Section 3.1. Section 3.2 discusses possible extensions and
optimizations to the algorithm.

In the sorting phase, NEXSORT scans the input docu-
ment (in its natural depth-first order) and sorts complete
subtrees of sufficient sizes. A subtree rooted at a given
element encompasses the element together with all its de-
scendents. During the scan, NEXSORT detects complete
subtrees and decides whether to sort them. The decision
is based on whether it is worth allocating disk block(s) to
store the sorted result, which we call asorted run. Specif-
ically, NEXSORT sorts a subtree only if its size is no less
than thesort threshold, t, a parameter tunable by the user.
Typically, t should be no less than the block size in order to
avoid uneconomical partial block I/O’s.

Once a subtree has been sorted and written to disk as a
sorted run, NEXSORT replaces the subtree with just its root
element (with no descendents) and records in this element a
pointer to the disk location of the sorted run. This operation
is illustrated in Figure 2 for the subtree rooted at element
Z. The operation effectively “collapses” an entire subtree
into a single element, reducing the number of elements to
be processed later by the algorithm. The sorted run will not
be accessed again until the output phase.

Figure 3. Tree of sorted runs.

Conversely, if the size of a subtree is below the sort
threshold, NEXSORT simply leaves it alone and keeps scan-
ning the input until a sufficiently large subtree is detected.
This large subtree, which includes the small subtree that we
have left alone, will then be sorted. This situation is il-
lustrated in Figure 2 for the subtree rooted atY , which is
sorted as part of a large subtree rooted atX . Assuming that
the maximum fan-out of the input document tree isk, we
know that any subtree we sort must have size less thankt,
because otherwise one of its child subtrees must have size
no less thant and would have been sorted already.

Conceptually, NEXSORT processes the input document
bottom-up, collapsing subtrees into their roots until only
the root of the entire tree remains. At this point, we have
a collection of sorted runs on disk, connected together by
pointers (one for each subtree sort) into a tree as shown in
Figure 3. In the output phase, NEXSORT simply performs
a depth-first traversal of this tree to generate the final sorted
document.

Intuitively, both NEXSORT and external merge sort fol-
low a divide-and-conquer approach, breaking a large input
into smaller pieces to sort first. However, external merge
sort has to work to merge the results of smaller sorts. In
contrast, NEXSORT does not need any additional work on
sorted subtrees (except outputting them in output phase).
This difference is the primary source of NEXSORT’s per-
formance improvement over external merge sort.

3.1 Algorithm

Before presenting the algorithm, we first describe the
three data structures involved.

• A data stackstores the elements to be sorted in the sort-
ing phase.

• A path stackrecords, for the element currently being
scanned in the sorting phase, the start locations of this
element and its ancestors on the data stack. This infor-
mation is used to compute the size of subtrees.

• An output location stackis used in the output phase
to implement recursive processing of the tree of sorted
runs.

Since these stacks may become quite large during execu-
tion (potentially larger than internal memory), we imple-
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Figure 2. Sorting complete subtrees.

ment them as external-memory data structures, capable of
paging blocks in and out of internal memory as needed. To
bound the number of the I/O’s, we assume a no-prefetch
paging policy, i.e., a block of stack in external memory will
not be paged in unless something on this block needs to be
popped. In order to guarantee the worst-case performance
(analyzed in Section 4.2), we assume that at least two blocks
of internal memory are allocated to the path stack, and at
least one block each is allocated to the data and output lo-
cation stacks.

The detailed algorithm is in Figure 4. Pseudo-code for
the sorting phase closely follows the earlier discussion. The
loop on Line 2 can be implemented using a simple event-
based XML parser (e.g., SAX [2]). Depending on the ac-
tual size of the subtree, sorting on Line 11 may use either
an internal-memory algorithm or an external-memory algo-
rithm, e.g., internal-memory recursive sort or key-path ex-
ternal merge sort discussed in Section 1, respectively.

Pseudo-code for the output phase may seem more com-
plicated than necessary because it implements recursive tree
traversal manually using a stack. The reason for doing so is
that we wish to control I/O’s explicitly in the rare case that
the call stack grows bigger than the internal memory. This
explicit control allows for a more rigorous analysis in Sec-
tion 4.2.

3.2 Extensions and Optimizations

For simplicity of presentation and ease of analysis, the
algorithm presented in Figure 4 omits many possible exten-
sions and optimizations, which we now describe below.

Graceful degeneration into external merge sort.
Clearly, if the input XML document is simply flat (i.e., with
only two levels, the root and its children), we cannot hope
NEXSORT to do better than external merge sort. However,
we can at least make NEXSORT degenerate gracefully
into external merge sort. The version of NEXSORT in
Figure 4 does not have this property. When sorting a flat
XML document, NEXSORT scans and pushes the entire
document onto the data stack, only to pop the document
out again for sorting. The initial pass is basically wasted.

Fortunately, it is not difficult to modify NEXSORT to
remove this overhead. The idea is to relax the requirement
of sorting only complete subtrees. Whenever an incomplete
subtree has filled internal memory, we sort it in internal
memory and create anincomplete sorted run, instead of
continuing to scan until the subtree is complete. Unlike
regular sorted runs for complete subtrees, which do not
need to be accessed again until the output phase, incom-
plete sorted runs for the same subtree must be merged to
produce a regular, complete sorted run. Effectively, we
have incorporated the first step of creating initial sorted
runs for external merge sort into the loop of Line 2. With
this optimization, NEXSORT completes with the same
number of passes as external merge sort for flat input
documents.

Depth-limited sorting. A feature mentioned in Section 1
but missing from the algorithm in Figure 4 is that of depth-
limited sorting, useful under conditions where sorting XML
“from head to toe” would be overkill. This feature allows
a user to specify a depth at which to stop recursive sorting.
Subtrees below this depth are treated as atomic units and
left internally unsorted, although they are still sorted rela-
tive to the remainder of the document. Depth-limited sort-
ing comes with the expectation that the user is particularly
aware of the DTD or the contents of the XML documents.
When merging two XML documents, for example, the user
may know a depth below which no overlap of information is
possible. Performing depth-limited sorting in this case can
prevent a good amount of irrelevant sorting.

It is straightforward to modify NEXSORT to support
depth-limited sorting. Let the root be at level1. Suppose
d is the sorting depth limit, i.e., subtrees rooted below level
d do not need to be sorted. Before Line 9, we computeds,
the level of the subtree being considered, as the length of the
path stack plus1. On Line 9, we add to the sorting condi-
tion an additional check thatds ≤ d + 1. This check avoids
breaking up subtrees below the sorting depth limit unneces-
sarily. Furthermore, the sorting algorithm on Line 11 needs
to support depth-limited sorting as well. To be specific, it
only needs to sort up to the topd + 1 − ds levels of the
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// Sorting phase:
Initialize both data and path stacks to empty; (1
Loop until end of the input XML: (2

Read a unit of XML data (i.e., a start tag, and end tag, or a piece of text); (3
Push the data onto data stack; (4
If a start tag was encountered: (5

Push its location on the data stack onto the path stack; (6
If an end tag was encountered: (7

Pop locationl from path stack; (8
If the difference between the current location of data stack andl is greater thant, or
if l = 1 (we have finished scanning the input): (9

Pop the subtree (starting from locationl) from data stack; (10
Sort this subtree and write the result in a sorted run; (11
Push the root element of the subtree back onto data stack,

together with a pointer to the sorted run; (12
// Output phase:
Initialize output location stack with entry(s, 0), where

s is the pointer to the root sorted run (found on the top of data stack); (13
While output location stack is not empty: (14

Pop (s, l) from output location stack; (15
Start after locationl in the sorted run pointed to bys, loop until end of the sorted run: (16

Read a unit of XML data; (17
If a pointers′ to another sorted run was encountered: (18

Push (s, the current location within the sorted run) onto output location stack; (19
Go to Line 16 withs = s′ andl = 0; (20

Output the data just read; (21

Figure 4. Algorithm NEXSORT.

subtree. Ifds = d + 1, no sorting is needed but the subtree
is still written to disk, ensuring that we do not “carry” large
subtrees along that increase the costs of higher-level sorts.

Complex ordering criteria. So far, we have assumed
simple ordering criteria that can be evaluated for each el-
ement using its tag name and/or attribute values without
accessing its subtree. More complex ordering criteria of-
ten arise and may need to be evaluated in the context of
subtrees, e.g., order employee elements by the value of
the ordering expressionpersonalInfo/name/lastName.
In general, if an ordering expression for an element can
be computed from its ancestors and/or a single pass over
its subtree using constant space, then NEXSORT can be
adapted to evaluate this expression. During the sorting
phase, we can augment the path stack with copies of the
elements along the current path, which provide the neces-
sary context for evaluating ordering expressions based on
ancestors. To handle ordering expressions over subtrees,
we can further augment the path stack with the ordering ex-
pressions to be evaluated for the elements along the current
path. We evaluate these expressions while processing the
subtree. Once we finish evaluating an ordering expression

on the path stack, we replace it by its result. When we en-
counter the end tag of any elemente, we will have accessed
all the data necessary for evaluatinge’s ordering expression,
and its result will be found on the path stack. This result can
be pushed on to the data stack together with the end tag and
used for sorting.

The above approach does not work if an elemente’s or-
dering expression cannot be evaluated with a single pass
overe’s subtree (e.g., median ofemployee/salary), or if
the ordering expression references data other thane’s de-
scendents and ancestors (e.g., an XPath expression that fol-
lowsIDREF’s). We plan to investigate such ordering expres-
sions as future work.

XML compaction techniques. XML is not a particularly
compact data representation format. A document usually
contains many repeated occurrences of labels such as tag
and attribute names, which can be compressed in some
manner to reduce the size of input for sorting. For exam-
ple, each unique string can be converted to an integer before
sorting and back during output. The availability of a DTD
can greatly simplify this conversion.

Also, labels inside end tags can be eliminated since they
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merely repeat the same information in matching start tags.
In fact, we can eliminate end tags altogether if we keep level
numbers with start tags. Specifically, when we encounter a
start tag while scanning the input XML document, we push
the tag onto the data stack together with the level number
of the element (which can be determined from the current
length of the path stack). End tags in the input still trig-
ger sorting decisions, but are not themselves pushed onto
the data stack. During the output phase, end tags can be
recovered using the intuition that in a series of start tags,
any transition from a start tag on levell1 to a start tag on the
same or a higher levell2, wherel2 ≤ l1, must havel1−l2+1
end tags in between to close elements on lower levels. To
be able to output these end tags, we maintain a structure
similar to the path stack, which records the tag names and
level numbers of unclosed open tags during output. Upon
seeing the transition from a start tag on levell1 to a start tag
on levell2 ≤ l1, we pop the topl1 − l2 + 1 entries from the
stack and generate their corresponding end tags.

4 I/O Analysis

We now present the I/O complexity analysis of NEX-
SORT and the XML sorting problem in general. The bounds
are given in terms of the number of I/O’s (or disk ac-
cesses), the primary metric for measuring the performance
of external-memory algorithms. We use the standard nota-
tion of the external memory model [4], which includes the
following parameters:

• N : number of elements in the input XML document;

• B: number of elements that can fit in one block;

• M : number of internal memory blocks available.

In addition, to capture roughly the “flatness” of the input
XML document, we use the following parameter:

• k: maximum fan-out of the input XML document, i.e.,
the maximum number of children for any element.

To simplify the analysis, we assume that all elements
have equal size. For a non-leaf element, we define its size to
be the total size of its start and end tags. This size includes
the element’s label name, attribute names, and attribute val-
ues; it does not recursively include the size of the children.
The assumption of equal-sized elements does not limit the
applicability of our analysis at all. The reason is that we can
consider, for the purpose of analysis, any large elementX
as a chain of smaller, equal-sized elementsX0, X1, X2, . . .,
where each element (Xi) is the only child of the previous
element (Xi−1). NEXSORT would still work in the same
way. Furthermore,N now correctly captures the total size
of the input document, andk remains the same as the orig-
inal document (since the chain we introduced has a fan-out
of 1 and therefore cannot increase the maximum global fan-
out). Note that leaf elements with long text contents can be

treated in the same way for the purpose of analysis.

4.1 Lower Bound for Sorting XML

We now establish a lower bound for sorting XML in ex-
ternal memory, using the comparison model of computa-
tion. First, we determine the number of possible outcomes
of sorting an XML document. Next, we derive the mini-
mum of I/O’s required by any algorithm to pick the correct
sorting outcome among all possible ones.

The number of possible outcomes of sorting a flat file of
N elements isN !. However, an XML document with the
same size may have far fewer possible sorting outcomes,
since any legal ordering of the elements must preserve all
parent-child relationships in the original document. With
the following two lemmas, we determine the number of pos-
sible sorting outcomes for an XML document withN ele-
ments and a maximum fan-out ofk. Lemma 4.1 shows that
a particular XML structure (one that tries to max out fan-
outs everywhere as much as possible) offers the maximum
number of possible sorting outcomes. This structure would
be the one that an adversary would pick for any XML sort-
ing algorithm. Lemma 4.2 then computes the number of
possible sorting outcomes for this structure.

Lemma 4.1 An XML document withN elements and a
maximum fan-out of no more thank has the maximum
number of possible sorting outcomes if at most one element
has neither0 nork children. 2

Proof: Suppose, on the contrary, this document has two
elements,X and Y , with x and y children respectively,
where0 < x ≤ y < k. The number of possible sorting
outcomes for this document isP · (x!) · (y!), whereP is
the contribution from the rest of the document structure
(or more specifically, the product of factorials of all other
elements’ fan-outs). We construct a new document from
the original one as follows. Ifx = 1, we promoteX ’s only
child to takeX ’s place, and then makeX a child ofY . If
x > 1, there must exist a child ofX that is notY or Y ’s
ancestor; we transfer this child (together with the subtree
rooted at this child) fromX to Y . In either case, the new
document still hasN elements, and its maximum fan-out
is still no more thank. The number of possible sorting
outcomes for the new document isP · (x − 1)! · (y + 1)!.
Compared with the original document, the number has
increased by a factor ofy+1

x > 1, which contradicts the
fact the original document has the maximum number of
possible sorting outcomes. 2

Lemma 4.2 The number of possible sorting outcomes
for an XML document described in Lemma 4.1 is
(k!)b(N−1)/kc · ((N − 1)modk)!. 2
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Proof: It is easy to see the total number of possible out-
comes is the product of factorials of the all fan-outs in the
document tree. The sum of all fan-outs is equal to the total
number of edges in the tree, which isN − 1 for any tree.
For the tree described in Lemma 4.1, all non-zero fan-outs
are equal tok except one. Therefore, there areb(N −1)/kc
fan-outs that are equal tok and possibly one that is equal
to (N − 1)mod k. Taking the product of factorials of all
these fan-outs, we get(k!)b(N−1)/kc · ((N − 1)mod k)!. 2

Next, we derive the minimum number of I/O’s required
for any algorithm to choose the correct sorting outcome
from all possible ones. First, we analyze how many pos-
sible outcomes an algorithm can possibly distinguish after
performing a given number of I/O’s. The following lemma
and its proof technique are both extracted from [4], where
they were used in deriving a lower bound for sorting flat
files.

Lemma 4.3 (Aggarwal and Vitter [4]) After readingT
blocks from external memory, any algorithm can generate

at most(B!)N/B
(
M
B

)T
possible outcomes. 2

Proof: Consider an input of one block containingB
elements from external memory. If theseB elements were
previously output together during an earlier output, we
may assume that their relatively ordering is already known
(because all comparisons among them would have been
carried out while they were in internal memory). Before the
input, there are at mostM − B other elements in internal
memory, and their relatively ordering is also known. After
the input, the algorithm can determine the ordering of allM
elements in internal memory, giving rise to

(
M
B

)
possible

outcomes. If theB elements were not previously output
together (i.e., they are read for the first time), then there
is an additional factor ofB! for possible outcomes; this
case arises only once for each of theN/B input blocks. To
summarize, the total number of possible outcomes that can

be generated after readingT blocks is(B!)N/B
(
M
B

)T
. 2

Combining Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, we obtain the following
lower bound for XML sorting.

Theorem 4.4 In the worst case, the minimal number of
I/O’s required to sort an XML document withN elements
and a maximum fan-out ofk is

Θ
(

max{N

B
,

N

B
log M

B

k

B
}
)

.

2

Proof: According to Lemma 4.2, the number of possi-
ble outcomes in the worst case is(k!)b(N−1)/kc · ((N −
1)modk)!. Without loss of generality, we assume thatN −

1 is a multiple ofk, so this number becomes(k!)(N−1)/k.
According to Lemma 4.3, the number of I/O’sT required to
generate this number must satisfy the following inequality:

(B!)N/B

(
M

B

)T

> (k!)(N−1)/k.

Taking logarithms of both sides and solving forT , we get

T >
N−1

k ln(k!) − N
B ln(B!)

ln
(
M
B

)
≥

N−1
k ln(k!) − N

B ln(B!)
B ln M − ln(B!)

(since
(
M
B

) ≤ MB

B! )

=
N

B
·

(N−1)/N
k ln(k!) − 1

B ln(B!)
ln M − 1

B ln(B!)
.

From Stirling’s formula, we haveln n − 1 < 1
n ln(n!) <

ln n, allowing us to simplify the above to

T >
N

B
·

N−1
N (ln k − 1) − ln B

ln M − (lnB − 1)

=
N

B
· ln k

B − N−1+lnk
N

ln M
B + 1

. (1)

We can reasonably assume thatM > eB (i.e., there are at
least three main-memory blocks available), so the denomi-
nator in Expression (1) is less than2 ln M

B . For the numer-
ator, if k ≥ e4B, thenln k

B ≥ 4, so ln k
B − N−1+ln k

N >

ln k
B − 2 ≥ 1

2 ln k
B . Hence, in this case, Expression (1) can

be simplified into:

Θ
(

N

B
log M

B

k

B

)
.

Furthermore, since any algorithm must read the entire input
at least once, the bound should be no less thanN

B . There-
fore, the final bound is

Θ
(

max{N

B
,

N

B
log M

B

k

B
}
)

.

This check ensures that the bound is meaningful whenk
is small. In particular, ifk < e4B, the bound above is
equivalent toΘ(N

B ), which obviously holds. 2

4.2 Performance ofNEXSORT

We now turn to the I/O analysis of NEXSORT with a sort
threshold oft ≥ B given an input XML document withN
elements and a maximum fan-out ofk. Because of the hi-
erarchical structure of XML, the I/O pattern of NEXSORT

is significantly more complicated than that of regular exter-
nal merge sort. NEXSORT needs to perform I/O’s not only

8



for sorting per se, but also for bookkeeping, such as paging
of various stacks. For example, since the path stack and the
output location stack may get arbitrarily deep for a tall XML
tree, parts of them may need to be paged in and out of the
internal memory as needed. A careful analysis of their as-
sociated costs is not trivial and in fact is quite a stimulating
task.

In the following, we first provide a detailed break-
down of the I/O’s incurred by NEXSORT, together with an
overview of the analysis. We then present the worst-case
I/O complexity of NEXSORT in Theorem 4.5, followed by
a comparison with the theoretical lower bound derived in
Section 4.1. Finally, we present the lemmas and proofs that
support Theorem 4.5.

During the sorting phase, NEXSORT incurs the follow-
ing I/O costs:

• Reading the input. This cost is obviouslyO(N/B).
• Sorting subtrees(excluding costs related to operations

on the data stack but including the cost of writing
out sorted runs). The total number of I/O’s spent on
subtree sorts isO(N

B log M
B
dmin{kt,N}

B e) according to
Lemma 4.9, to be presented later in this section. This
cost is the most significant component in the overall cost
of NEXSORT.

• Paging the data stack. This cost isO(N/B), as we will
see in Lemma 4.10.

• Paging the path stack. This cost is alsoO(N/B), ac-
cording to Lemma 4.11.

During the output phase, NEXSORT incurs the following
I/O costs:

• Reading blocks in sorted runs. Although each sorted-
run block may be read multiple times, the total number
of accesses is stillO(N/B) according to Lemma 4.12.

• Paging the output location stack. This cost isO(N/t),
as we will see in Lemma 4.13.

• Writing the output.This cost is obviouslyO(N/B).
Combining these results, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 4.5 In the worst case, the total number of I/O’s
that NEXSORT uses to sort an XML document withN ele-
ments and a maximum fan-out ofk is

O

(
N

B
+

N

B
log M

B
dmin{kt, N}

B
e
)

,

wheret is the sort threshold used by NEXSORT. 2

Proof: Follows directly from the analysis above and
Lemmas 4.9– 4.13. 2

With the natural choice of sort thresholdt = B, the
bound above becomesO(N

B + N
B logM/B min{k, N/B}).

Compared with the theoretical lower bound given in The-
orem 4.4, the only real difference is the arguments to the
logarithm function (k versusk/B). Although these ar-
guments differ by a factor ofB, the two bounds differ
only by a constant factor ifk ≥ Bα or M ≥ Bα for
some constantα > 1. The reason is the following. If
k ≥ Bα, log k = 1

α−1 log(kα/k) ≤ 1
α−1 log(kα/Bα) =

α
α−1 log(k/B). If k < Bα and M ≥ Bα, both
logM/B k and logM/B(k/B) are bounded by constants,
so both bounds becomeΘ(N/B). More specifically,
logM/B k < logBα/B Bα = α

α−1 , and logM/B(k/B) <
logBα/B(Bα/B) = 1.

Before presenting the lemmas and their proofs in sup-
port of Theorem 4.5, we need some additional notation.
Suppose that NEXSORT performs a total ofx subtree sorts
with s1, . . . , sx elements each, whereB ≤ t ≤ si <
min{kt, N} for i = 1, . . . , x, as discussed in Section 3.
The first three lemmas provide some useful facts that are
used in other proofs.

Lemma 4.6
∑x

i=1 si = N − 1 + x. 2

Proof: Follows directly from the observation that thei-th
subtree sort has the effect of collapsingsi elements into
one, and that NEXSORT completes when allN elements
have been collapsed into one. 2

Lemma 4.7 x = O(N/t) = O(N/B). 2

Proof: Sincesi ≥ t, N − 1 + x =
∑x

i=1 si ≥ xt,
which implies thatx ≤ N−1

t−1 . Becauset ≥ B, we have
x = O(N/t) = O(N/B) for any reasonable value ofB
(i.e., greater than1). 2

Lemma 4.8 The total number of blocks taken by all sorted
runs is

∑x
i=1dsi/Be = O(N/B). 2

Proof:
∑x

i=1dsi/Be <
∑x

i=1(si/B + 1) = N−1+x
B + x

according to Lemma 4.6, which in turn isO(N/B) accord-
ing to Lemma 4.7. 2

Lemma 4.9 The total number of I/O’s spent by NEXSORT

on subtree sorts isO(N
B log M

B
dmin{kt,N}

B e). 2

Proof: Consider thex subtree sorts. Thei-th subtree sort
requiresO(d si

B e log M
B
d si

B e) I/O’s. Therefore, the total num-
ber of I/O’s incurred by subtree sorts is

x∑
i=1

O
(
dsi

B
e log M

B
dsi

B
e
)

= O

(
x∑

i=1

(
dsi

B
e log M

B
dmin{kt, N}

B
e
))
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= O

((
x∑

i=1

dsi

B
e
)

log M
B
dmin{kt, N}

B
e
)

= O

(
N

B
log M

B
dmin{kt, N}

B
e
)

. (Lemma 4.8)

2

Lemma 4.10 The total number of I/O’s spent by NEX-
SORT on paging the data stack isO(N/B). 2

Proof: We focus on counting the number of page-in’s,
since the number of page-out’s cannot be more than
this number (every block that is paged out is eventually
paged in). A block of the data stack is paged in only
in two cases: (1) the block needs to be read and sorted
as part of a subtree sort, and (2) the block needs to be
written with the pointer to a sorted run. For the first
case, the total number of I/O’s cannot be more than∑x

i=1(b si

B c + 2) ≤ 2x +
∑x

i=1
si

B = 2x + N−1+x
B

(Lemma 4.6). For the second case, the total number of
I/O’s cannot be more thanx. Therefore, the grand total is
no more than3x + N−1+x

B = O(N/B) (Lemma 4.7). 2

Lemma 4.11 Assume that NEXSORT devotes two blocks
of internal memory to the path stack, and each block can
hold B path elements. The total number of I/O’s spent by
NEXSORT on paging the path stack isO(N/B). 2

Proof: Again, we focus on counting the number of page-
in’s, since the number of page-out’s cannot be more than
this number. A blockp of the path stack is paged in only
when we have encountered the end tag of the element (let
us call ite) pointed to by theB-th (last) path element onp.
Otherwise, there is no need to accessp. Furthermore, with
two blocks of internal memory devoted to the path stack,p
cannot have been paged out (and therefore do not need to
be paged in) unlesse has at least one descendent more than
distanceB away. Therefore, the total number of pages-in’s
is equal to the number of what we callfringe elementsin
the input document. Assuming that the root element is at
level 1, a fringe element is a level-(iB) element (i ≥ 1)
with at least one descendent more than distanceB away.
Note that for each fringe element at leveliB we can choose
B − 1 descendents by following the path to the descendent
that is more than distanceB away, and stopping right
above level(i + 1)B. This set ofB − 1 descendents
do not include fringe elements, nor descendents chosen
for other fringe elements. Hence, the total number of
elements in the input document must be no less thanB
times the number of fringe elements, which implies that
the number of fringe elements cannot be more thanN/B. 2

Lemma 4.12 The total number of I/O’s spent by NEX-
SORT on reading blocks in sorted runs isO(N/B). 2

Proof: Consider a blockb in a sorted run. Suppose that the
number of pointers (to other sorted runs) found inb is p(b).
The number of times thatb is accessed is1 + p(b), because
NEXSORT remains on the same block unless a pointer is
encountered or the block is finished. Therefore, the total
number of accesses to sorted-run blocks can be obtained
by summing1 + p(b) over each sorted-run blockb. The
result is the total number of sorted-run blocks plus the total
number of pointers found in sorted-run blocks. The first
term is O(N/B) according to Lemma 4.8. The second
term is the number of sorted runs (x) minus one (the root
run), which isO(N/B) acording to Lemma 4.7. Hence,
the total isO(N/B). 2

Lemma 4.13 The total number of I/O’s spent by NEX-
SORT on paging the output location stack isO(N/t). 2

Proof: In the worst case, the number of I/O’s incurred
by paging is no more than the number of push and pop
operations. We focus on counting the number of pushes,
since it should be the same as the number of pops. Note
that NEXSORT only pushes a location to the output loca-
tion stack when a pointer to a sorted run is encountered.
Therefore, the total number of pushes is the total number of
pointers to sorted runs, which is the number of sorted runs
(x) minus one (the root run). According to Lemma 4.7, this
number isO(N/t). 2

5 Experimental Results

To evaluate the effectiveness of NEXSORT we have im-
plemented both NEXSORT and external merge sort using
TPIE (TransparentParallel I /O Environment[5]). TPIE
supports explicit control and detailed accounting of I/O op-
erations, as well as easy adjustment of the amount of main
memory available to application programs. Our experi-
ments are carried out on a400 MHz Sun Sparc 10 running
SunOS 5.8 with256 MB of RAM. We use TPIE to set the
application memory to be smaller than this amount in all
experiments. The size of one memory block is64 KB.

We implement some of the XML compaction techniques
in Section 3.2, including compression of tag names and
elimination of end tags, for both NEXSORT and external
merge sort. We have not implemented the optimization
that allows NEXSORT to degenerate gracefully into exter-
nal merge sort. Thus, we expect NEXSORT to perform
worse than external merge sort for inputs that are nearly
flat. Overall, we have not hand-optimized our code. Cou-
pled with the overhead of our runtime environment (a cost
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Figure 5. Effect of sort threshold.

of its flexibility) and low-end hardware, our code may not
deliver good absolute running times, but the relative run-
ning times compared with external merge sort still clearly
demonstrate the benefits of NEXSORT.

We generate our test data using the IBM alphaWorks
XML Generator [10] and an XML generator developed by
ourselves. The IBM generator allows us to specify height
and maximum fan-out for the document to be generated.
The fan-out of each element is a random number between1
and the specified maximum. Our custom generator allows
us to specify the exact fan-out for each level, giving us more
precise control over the shape and the size of the generated
document. All test data has an average element size of about
100 bytes.

Effect of sort threshold. Recall that NEXSORT only
sorts a subtree if its size is no less than the sort threshold
t. Our asymptotic analysis in Section 4.2 suggests that it
is best to sett as small as possible (but no less than the
block size) in order to reduce the logarithmic term in the
bound. However, our intuition suggests that a somewhat
larger threshold might yield better performance by cutting
down on the overhead of doing a large number of smaller
sorts, while still avoiding large external-memory sorts that
require extra passes. In the first experiment, we set out to
find the best choice of sort threshold for an input document
generated by the IBM generator. This document has6 lev-
els (including root) and a maximum fan-out of51. It con-
tains about16 million elements taking a total of1.8 GB.
We run NEXSORT with different thresholds and plot the
running times in Figure 5. We conduct two test runs with
4 MB (64 blocks) and8 MB (128 blocks) of main memory,
respectively. The results confirm our intuition. When the
threshold is small, there is a significant amount of overhead
caused by many small sorts. When the threshold becomes
too large, performance begins to degrade because NEX-
SORT is sorting large subtrees with multiple levels using
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Figure 6. Effect of main memory size.

external merge sort, which fails to take advantage of the
structure within subtrees. The optimal threshold, as shown
in Figure 5, is roughly five times the block size, but still far
less than the size of main memory. We use this threshold
value in the following experiments.

Effect of main memory size. In this experiment, we run
NEXSORT and external merge sort with a range of main
memory sizes, with the dual purpose of comparing the per-
formance of the two algorithms and studying the relative
impact of main memory on each of them. The input doc-
ument is the same one used in the previous experiment.
The running times are graphed in Figure 6. NEXSORT

outperforms external merge sort at all memory levels by
20% to 30%. As memory increases, NEXSORT improves
only marginally, whereas external merge sort significantly
improves whenever a critical level is reached (which re-
duces the number of passes by one). This result demon-
strates an important difference between the two algorithms.
When fan-outs are small, NEXSORT is not very dependent
on main memory size, because it performs few sorts that ac-
tually require all of memory. External merge sort, however,
always uses as much memory as possible.

Effect of input size with constant maximum fan-out.
Next, we use our custom generator to construct a series of
XML documents with increasing size and a constant max-
imum fan-out. All documents have5 levels; elements on
the top3 levels have a constant fan-out of45. The fan-out
on level4 varies across the documents from5 to 40. The
resulting document size varies from55 MB to 374 GB. We
run NEXSORT and external merge sort with4 MB of main
memory and plot the running times in Figure 7. As the size
of the input increases, the running time of NEXSORT in-
creases roughly linearly, confirming our performance anal-
ysis of NEXSORT in Section 4.2, which derives a logarith-
mic multiplicative factor oflogM/Bdkt/Be that is indepen-
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dent of the input size in this case. On the other hand, Fig-
ure 7 gives a slight indication that the running time of ex-
ternal merge sort increases superlinearly. The jump is no-
ticeable where the input reaches2 million elements, which
is roughly when the sort goes from two-pass to three-pass.
This result is expected because external memory merge
sort has a logarithmic multiplicative factor oflogM/B N/B,
which does depend on the input size.

Effect of input tree shape. In this experiment, we change
the tree shape of the input document while trying to keep
its size roughly constant. We use our custom generator to
construct five input documents with the number of levels
in the tree ranging from2 to 6. Within each document,
we try to make the fan-out uniform across all elements.
Table 2 summaries the characteristics of these documents.
Figure 8 plots the running times of NEXSORT and exter-
nal merge sort with4 MB of main memory. As the in-
put tree grows taller, external merge sort performs slightly
worse because of both the small increase in input size as
shown in Table 2 and, most importantly, the overhead of
generating and comparing longer key paths. Note that the
two-level input is essentially a flat file. As discussed ear-
lier, we expect our implementation of NEXSORT to per-
form worse than merge sort in this case since we have not
implemented the optimization that allows NEXSORT to de-
generate into external merge sort. When the “hierarchi-
calness” of input reaches a critical level (4 in this case),
however, the performance of NEXSORT significantly im-
proves due to the decreased maximum fan-out. Between the
critical levels, however, NEXSORT shows little improve-
ment (and in fact occasionally slight degradation) in per-
formance. There is an explanation for this interesting phe-
nomenon. Namely, increased tree height does not neces-
sarily translate into smaller subtree sorts; instead, the fan-
out may become just small enough to force a subtree to be

Height Fan-out for each level Size
(starting from root) (number of elements)

2 3000000 3000001
3 1733, 1733 3005023
4 144, 144, 144 3006865
5 41, 41, 42, 42 3037609
6 19, 19, 20, 20, 20 3040001

Table 2. Input document shapes.
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sorted as part of its parent, which could mean that NEX-
SORT is sorting larger subtrees than before.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented NEXSORT, an I/O-efficient XML
sorting algorithm that leverages the hierarchical nature of
XML to achieve better performance than regular external
merge sort. We have also derived a lower bound for sorting
XML, and shown that NEXSORT performs within a con-
stant factor of it. Our experimental results demonstrate that
NEXSORT outperforms external merge sort, except when
the input XML is close to a flat file of elements. While dis-
cussed in the context of XML, our results apply to any type
of nested data in general.

We conjecture that the constant-factor difference be-
tween the theoretical lower bound and the performance of
NEXSORT can be made smaller whenk < B andM is
small. In this case, the dominating cost is not sorting but
permuting the input to generate the output. On one hand,
we will try to improve the lower bound by considering the
cost of permutation in external memory; on the other hand,
we will try to improve the upper bound by further optimiz-
ing NEXSORT. We also plan to generalize NEXSORT to
support more complex ordering criteria.
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